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Visual Literacy of Molecular Biology Revealed through a Card-Sorting Task

Dina L. Newman, Hannah Spector, Anna Neuenschwander, Anna J. Miller, Lauren Trumpore, and L. Kate Wright

Thomas H. Gosnell School of Life Sciences, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New York, USA

Visual literacy, which is the ability to effectively identify, interpret, evaluate, use, and create images and visual media, is an important aspect of science literacy. As molecular processes are not directly observable, researchers and educators rely on visual representations (e.g., drawings) to communicate ideas in biology. How learners interpret and organize these numerous diagrams is related to their underlying knowledge about biology and their skills in visual literacy. Furthermore, it is not always obvious how and why learners interpret diagrams in the way they do (especially if their interpretations are unexpected), as it is not possible to “see” inside the minds of learners and directly observe the inner workings of their brains. Hence, tools that allow for the investigation of visual literacy are needed. Here, we present a novel card-sorting task based on visual literacy skills to investigate how learners interpret and think about DNA-based concepts. We quantified differences in performance between groups of varying expertise and in pre- and postcourse settings using percentages of expected card pairings and edit distance to a perfect sort. Overall, we found that biology experts organized the visual representations based on deep conceptual features, while biology learners (novices) more often organized based on surface features, such as color and style. We also found that students performed better on the task after a course in which molecular biology concepts were taught, suggesting the activity is a useful and valid tool for measuring knowledge. We have provided the cards to the community for use as a classroom activity, as an assessment instrument, and/or as a useful research tool to probe student ideas about molecular biology.
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INTRODUCTION

Many subdisciplines of biology, including molecular biology, cell biology, and genetics, are invisible to the naked eye. Experts in these fields rely on the creation and the interpretation of visual representations to communicate and investigate concepts and processes (e.g., gene regulation, recombination) central to these domains (1–3). Experts in these fields also use visual representations to communicate with biology learners (novices) to help them grasp and learn foundational concepts. Much research has shown, however, that students (at all levels, including graduate students) are not proficient in comprehending and gaining correct meaning from visual representations (4–11). Another challenge when using visual representations as teaching and learning tools is with the visuals themselves. Most textbook illustrations of molecular processes, for example, are quite colorful and complex, but do learners know what to look at and how to interpret the shapes and illustrations that they see? For example, less than 1% of arrow-containing figures in biology textbooks included a key to help learners (11). Illustrations and representations are, out of necessity, oversimplifications of the actual phenomenon, but illustrators have to make choices about what is highlighted and what is omitted in each representation. Learners are supposed to productively use these visual tools to help fill in the gaps of their own mental models of scientific processes, but if the symbols used are more confusing than helpful, learning may be hindered (12). For instance, the process of DNA replication may be showcased as a simplified replication fork that omits an image of the DNA polymerase enzyme and nucleotide substrates. Alternatively, a different figure about DNA replication may show the entire DNA polymerase holoenzyme and other coordinating proteins at a replication fork. Do learners “see” these figures as representations of the same process? Can learners differentiate between unimportant (stylistic) and important (conceptual) features of visual representations in biology? Can learners correctly interpret symbols (e.g., lines and boxes to represent gene structure) and connect their own mental models of the phenomena to the image they are viewing?

Scientific literacy is not only about the comprehension and correct application of scientific concepts (13) but also “foundational ways of reading” (14–16), which includes comprehension of scientific information in the forms of text and images (17). Visual literacy, which is the ability to effectively identify,
interpret, evaluate, use, and create images and visual media (18), is a part of science literacy. It would seem as if extended exposure to visual representations throughout an undergraduate biology curriculum should result in the development of scientific visual literacy skills, but Schönborn and Anderson (1) pointed out that, “Students do not necessarily automatically acquire visual literacy during general instruction.” In other words, students need opportunities to practice and develop their visual literacy skills, and instructors and researchers need tools to better understand where learners are in the development process (19–21).

Decades ago, Chi and colleagues (22) conducted a landmark experiment in which they demonstrated the different ways in which novices and experts in physics organized conceptual physics problems. Novices sorted problems based on surface features (e.g., the problem involved a ramp or a projectile), while experts sorted based on the underlying conceptual theory of the problem (e.g., the problem was about Newton’s first law). This sorting task provided a novel way to measure how novices and experts organized their discipline-specific knowledge; experts had the ability to look past surface details and find the root meaning of the problems, while novices struggled to do this. Card-sorting tasks, as these types of knowledge-probing methods are called, require participants to group or sort items (such as index cards containing various word problems) into groups based on their own ideas. How participants categorize and name groups is then used a proxy to their underlying knowledge about a particular subject. This work in physics has inspired a number of other card-sorting tasks to measure conceptual expertise in other science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) disciplines, such as the Biology Card-Sorting Task (23, 24), in which subjects were asked to analyze and sort biology word problems into logical groups. In this work, novices were anchored on the particular model organism presented in each problem (e.g., fruit fly or yeast) instead of the underlying biological concept (e.g., evolution). As the experience level of the participants increased, their ability to look beyond surface features and find the foundational concepts increased. Similarly, the Chemistry Card-Sorting Task (25) has been shown to differentiate conceptual understanding of novices and experts on concepts related to thermodynamics, equilibrium, kinetics, and structure-function relationships. The cards in the Chemistry task include word problems with an accompanying chemical formula for participants to analyze and then sort. In addition to the qualitative analysis, the researchers used the measure-of-edit distance (26) to quantify the differences in how individuals and groups scored on the tasks.

Based on classroom artifacts, teaching observations, and prior research studies, we wanted to investigate visual literacy skills of biology students. Specifically, we wondered whether students were capable of seeing past surface details to identify underlying concepts in common visual representations in molecular biology, particularly ideas that center around DNA (e.g., replication, mutation, etc.). We built upon our prior experiences investigating visual representations in molecular biology (27, 28) to create a variety of images to use and test with students and experts. Similar to the previously described card-sorting tasks, we also implemented the strategy of combining a “surface” feature with an underlying concept. Instead of using text or chemical formulae, we created and tested visual representations of concepts in molecular biology. We attempted to characterize the level of visual literacy that students had regarding DNA-based representations by specifically investigating the following questions:

- Can students recognize underlying DNA-based concepts when different visuals are used?
- How does visual literacy about DNA change with experience?

Here, we present a novel, research-backed tool to help biology researchers and instructors measure visual literacy skills in students learning concepts related to molecular biology. The tool, called the DNA Visualization Card-Sorting Task, is comprised of image-containing cards covering the topics of DNA replication, DNA repair, gene expression, and mutation, which we refer to as “deep features.” Each of the 4 topics is illustrated using one of five particular surface features (chemical structure, sequence, helix, boxes and lines, and chromosome structure) for a total of 20 cards. The cards were tested with introductory and intermediate biology students as well as biology experts. We found that the ability to sort based on deep features increased as participants gained more experience in biology.

**METHODS**

An overview of the process of development and testing of the cards is shown in Fig. 1. Additionally, a synopsis of each of the three main experiments is included.

**Development of the cards**

In the first stage (beta card set), we developed images for cards based on a matrix of 6 surface features (type of drawing) by 5 deep features (concepts) that reflected 30 images to be used in this card-sorting activity. The hypothesized surface feature categories were chemical structure, sequence, ladder, helix, box and line, and chromosomal. The surface levels were based on previous work in which we explored the various ways in which DNA could be represented in introductory and advanced biology textbooks (28). Our hypothesized deep conceptual categories were DNA replication, mutation, gene expression, meiosis, and DNA repair; which are topics covered in almost all introductory biology, molecular biology, and cell biology textbooks. The construction of the images was reflected from common figures found in biology textbooks, but none was taken directly from published resources. Once we had the initial beta card set, we recruited local experts in biology and biochemistry (n = 10) for in-person consultations. Experts were defined as individuals who had a Ph.D. in molecular biology or a related field (e.g., genetics,
biochemistry). Experts were asked to describe what they saw in each card and to point out anything that was confusing or misleading to them. We then revised the cards to remove the helix level and the meiosis concepts, resulting in version 1, a set of 20 cards.

Ethics statement

All studies involving human subjects had institutional approval (HRSO 02050819).

Unframed and framed card-sorting tasks

Within the unframed sorting task condition, participants were given the images of the cards either as physical cards, in a PowerPoint with each card on a different slide, or on a Google Jamboard with movable images. Deployment of the cards depended on the situation in which testers were recruited (i.e., in-person beta testers, online course at outside institution, online course at home institution, or in-person classes). As shown in Fig. 2, each card was labeled with a letter for identification purposes. Participants were instructed to sort the cards into as many groups as they liked using whatever criteria they desired. They were also prompted to assign a descriptive name to each group. When completing the activity in-person, participants could rearrange the physical cards into groups; when PowerPoint was employed, participants used the slide sorter to move cards around and added extra slides for group names; when Jamboard was used, participants could drag and drop images, enlarge them if needed, and write on the board to label groups. Research
subjects or lab assistants entered the responses into the Collection and Analysis of Research Data for Sorting (CARDs) web portal (https://atom.calpoly.edu/cardsort/about). For trials within the framed sorting task condition, the same cards and physical or digital formats were used; however, for this condition, the names of the hypothesized deep categories were provided. In other words, the participants were instructed to sort the cards into four groups: DNA replication, mutation, gene expression, and DNA repair. These responses were also entered into CARDs. The framed task was generally implemented immediately after the unframed task was completed.

**Pre- and postcourse testing**

Pre- and postcourse testing was performed by assigning the unframed task (as described above) on the first day of class and then again toward the end of the semester (weeks 12 to 14). In these trials, students were placed in groups of 3 to 5 individuals, and the same groups were used for both pre- and postcourse testing.

**Percent pairings**

Percent card pairings (following the method of Smith et al. [24]) measured the frequency of two cards being placed together within a group. These could be surface-level pairings, deep pairings, or unexpected pairings. Surface and deep pairings were two cards that belonged to the same surface or deep category, respectively. Unexpected pairings were comprised of two cards that did not share a surface feature or a deep feature. In each of the four 5-card surface groups, there were 10 possible pairs (4 × 10 = 40 surface pairs). In each of the five 4-card deep groups, there were 6 possible pairs (5 × 6 = 30 deep pairs). All remaining pairs were considered unexpected (190 total pairs — 40 surface — 30 deep pairs = 120).

**Edit distance**

Edit distance, as introduced by Deibel et al. in their 2005 paper (26), is a measurement of the minimum number of cards that would need to be moved in order to complete either an exact deep or surface sort (Smith et al. [24]). An exact sort includes the participant-created groups with only the cards contained within each row or column of the matrix for a surface sort (ED-Surface) or deep sort (ED-Deep), respectively. With an exact hypothesized surface sort, ED-Surface = 0 and ED-Deep = 40. Similarly, with an exact hypothesized deep sort, ED-Surface = 30 and ED-Deep = 0. Edit distance was calculated for each participant in every trial of the card-sorting task.

**Validation interviews using version 1 of the cards**

In this context, we considered experts in the field to be the gold standard for interpretation of the card images. To validate that experts interpreted the images as we intended, we conducted semistructured interviews with 10 experts (defined as individuals with a Ph.D. in biology or fields related to molecular, developmental, genetics, or cell biology). In addition, we predicted that less experienced individuals would differ from experts in their interpretation. Thus, we interviewed 15 undergraduate biology students (defined as individuals who had taken at least 1 year of a college introductory biology course) as a comparison group. Participants were recruited by contacting professional and social networks. As interviews were conducted over Zoom, we first created a PowerPoint presentation of the cards with one card image per slide (random order). Participants were asked to sort the cards in a way that made sense to them (unframed task) using the slide sorter function on PowerPoint and to name their groups. They then explained their reasoning for why groups were created and how each card fit within the group. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. For each individual card, the team recorded the group designation (e.g., “DNA replication”) and reasoning provided by experts and students. Two researchers (not the interviewer) then read through all the descriptions and categories and coded each as correct or incorrect. The “correct” designation meant that the card was either placed in the expected deep sort category or the participant gave an accurate description of the process on the card. The “incorrect” designation, for our study, did not necessarily mean the subject had no knowledge about the process being depicted on the card but, rather, that the subject performed an unexpected interpretation or provided an insufficient explanation about the image.

**Synopsis of experiment 1**

Experiment 1 consisted of a framed and unframed approach to testing card version 1 with individuals of various levels of expertise who analyzed the cards using edit distance and percent pairing. Biology and biology-related majors were recruited from a large, private institution in the northeastern United States to participate in the in-person experiment. Students were either in their first (introductory; n = 31) or second year (intermediate; n = 43) of study in biology or a related program. Individuals with a Ph.D. in biology or fields related to molecular, developmental, genetics, or cell biology (experts; n = 71) were recruited from a listserv of an organization devoted to biology education research to participate in the online version of the sorting task.

**Synopsis of experiments 2 and 3**

For experiment 2, an unframed approach was used to test card version 1 in groups as a pre- and postcourse assessment. Pre- and postcourse testing was performed by assigning the unframed task on the first day of class and then again toward the end of the semester. Honors-level biology students (n = 36; placed in 9 groups of 4) completed the in-class group activity in week 1 and week 12 of their semester. The same groups were used for both pre- and postcourse testing. The same protocol was followed in experiment 3 using Card Version 2, with a...
different group of students. These students were Introductory Biology students at a large University in the Northwest US.

Validation surveys using version 2 of the cards

Results from the interview on version 1 of the cards resulted in a final round of revision. Some revisions were minor (e.g., making the letters in a strand of DNA sequence larger), and others were more substantial (e.g., redesign of an image of gene expression at the chromosomal level). To validate the major changes, we developed an online Qualtrics survey to investigate how experts and biology students deciphered the images on cards C, F, J, L, P, and Q, which underwent revision (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material for images of version 2 of the cards). Card R, which did not undergo revision, was also included in the survey to double-check that the image was a clear representation of replication at the chromosomal level. We recruited survey participants online through social media and professional organizations of biologists and biology educators. Our survey included demographic questions for experts (i.e., Ph.D. in biology fields related to molecular, developmental, genetics, or cell biology) and students (undergraduates who had taken at least 1 year of college biology) to ensure individuals with adequate backgrounds were included. Survey participants were presented with one card at a time and asked, in an open-response format, to explain what they thought was being represented by the illustration. To reduce time spent taking the survey, each subject was presented with only 4 of the cards (in a randomized order). More than half of the experts (n = 21) and more than half of the students (n = 76) provided a written explanation of each card. Survey data were exported, and written explanations were coded as correct or incorrect by two members of the research team.

RESULTS

The DNA visualization card-sorting task matrix is shown in Fig. 2, where each card (A to T) lies at the intersection of one surface and one deep category. Final versions of all cards can be found in Fig. S1. Challenges related to creating the cards included (i) limiting each image to only one hypothesized surface and deep feature, (ii) maintaining uniformity of surface features throughout the deep categories, and (iii) minimizing word use to avoid students focusing on the text rather than the images.

Implementation of version 1 of the cards

To investigate how students (introductory and intermediate) and experts sorted the cards, we gave the unframed and framed card-sorting tasks to different populations. We calculated ED-Surface (Fig. 3A) and ED-Deep (Fig. 3B) for all three groups. Our analyses demonstrated two things: distance from the surface sort increased with experience, and distance to the deep sort decreased with experience. In other words, introductory students often used the appearance of images in their sorting, while experts primarily used the underlying concepts.

When participants were given the framed sorting task, i.e., they were given the category names and then asked to sort into 4 groups, not surprisingly, all groups got closer to the deep sort compared to the unframed sort. Furthermore, Fig. 4 shows the same pattern as the unframed sort: ED-Deep decreased with experience, with experts sorting the cards almost exactly as expected.

Edit distance provided a measure of the strategies used by participants to sort cards: did they categorize images based on superficial characteristics or by underlying deeper concepts? We also explored pairing frequencies, i.e., how often two cards were put together in the same group by various populations (introductory students, intermediate students, and experts). We found, in general, that experts tended to pair cards together based on conceptual features and students were more likely to pair cards based on superficial features. In Fig. 5 we showcase the pairing frequencies for cards about DNA replication (B, L, T, M, and R; see Fig. S1 for the images). Ideally, any of the cards in this set should have a high pairing frequency with any other card within this set. As expected, the pairing frequencies for
any of the pairs within this 5-card set ranged from 0.8 to 0.95 for experts. Introductory students paired DNA replication cards together in a wider range, from 0.233 to 0.7. Intermediate students had a slightly narrower range, compared with introductory students, for DNA replication cards, 0.39 to 0.731. Introductory students had particular trouble correctly pairing card B (chemical structure of DNA replication) with anything else (range, 0.233 to 0.30), but experts correctly paired card B with the 4 other cards more than 80% of the time.

We also explored all of the pairs made in the data set. As we had anticipated, subjects with more biology experience made fewer surface pairs and a greater number of deep pairs. (Fig. 6). We calculated the proportion of pairs that would be expected by chance to fall into each category and found the introductory students made the same number of deep pairs as would be expected by chance but more surface pairs than would be expected by chance. Intermediate students had increased deep pairings and decreased surface pairings, while the majority of pairs made by experts were classified as deep pairs. These data support our previous observations that introductory students seemed to identify surface similarities while experts identified the conceptual similarities.

Pre- and postcourse testing

Until this point in our study, all data were obtained from individual participants. With increased attention being paid to active learning and group activities in STEM classrooms, we wanted to explore the card-sorting activity in a group setting. In week 1 of the semester, students in a highly structured, active learning-based, honors version of Introductory Biology were randomly assigned into groups of 4 and were asked to sort cards (unframed setting). Later, at the 12-week point, the students were put back into their original groups and given the unframed task again. The instructor recorded the sort data after each time point. Figure 7 shows that by the end of the course, students were moving away from using surface features and toward using deep features. We also found our introductory students who worked in groups started with significantly more deep pairs than expected by chance, which was higher than either the introductory or intermediate students who worked alone in the previous experiment (38% in groups compared to 20 to 32% in individuals [Fig. 6]).

Validation of version 2

To validate our revised cards (C, F, J, L, P, and Q) plus card R, we developed an online Qualtrics survey to investigate how experts and biology students deciphered the card images.
Survey participants were presented with one card at a time and asked, in an open-response format, to explain what they thought was being represented by the illustration. The vast majority of experts correctly identified the concept of the card (Fig. S2). Students, on the other hand, described the concepts correctly much less frequently. Card Q was the one exception for which we did not see a large difference between experts and learners. The image on card Q shows DNA repair at the chromosomal level by showing a “broken” chromosome undergoing a repair event. Participants who were incorrect in their descriptions often described telomere shortening or DNA damage as the underlying concept. We hypothesize that participants who incorrectly described this image as damage (instead of repair) did not consider the direction of the arrow between the two chromosome images.

Finally, we tested version 2 of the cards in the unframed condition in a pre- versus postcourse scenario (Experiment 3). Students in an introductory biology course completed the card-sorting activity at the beginning and end of the semester. Analysis of edit distance (Fig. 8) revealed dramatic results; students increased their edit distances to the surface sort and decreased edit distances to the deep sort. In other words, after instruction, students were better able to recognize deep conceptual features represented in the card images.

**DISCUSSION**

The DNA visualization card-sorting task is a novel, research-backed tool that was designed to investigate visual literacy skills of students when interpreting visuals about DNA-based representations. The images for the cards were developed by first examining common representations of DNA (in processes such as replication and gene expression) found in undergraduate biology textbooks. We categorized figures based on the style in which the DNA was drawn: chemical structure, DNA sequence, box and line, helix, and chromosome; we then designed figures that represented particular concepts drawn in each of the five styles. The cards were tested and revised with various populations of participants and are now in a format that can be used by the broader biology education teaching and research community. In this study, we sought to answer the following two research questions (RQs): (RQ1) Can students recognize underlying DNA-based concepts when different visuals are used? (RQ2) How does visual literacy about DNA change with experience?

Regarding RQ1, we found that students could recognize DNA-based concepts, but they did so inconsistently. Students are often misled or distracted by the style of representation used, such as chemical or chromosome drawings, and focus on those superficial details as they interpret and sort various images. For example, in our implementation of version 1 of our cards, introductory students rarely placed cards B (DNA replication at the chemical structure level) and L (DNA replication at the sequence level) in the same group, even both cards illustrated the same concept. These same students, however, placed cards L with P (DNA repair at the sequence level) 65% of the time, most likely because both images featured chemical structure representations of DNA. Card E (gene expression at the box and line level) did not have a high frequency of pairing with any of the other cards about gene expression. Instead, students paired it the most frequently with card J (mutation at the box and line level), likely because

---

**FIG 7**. For experiment 2, percentages of unexpected, surface, and deep pairings made by introductory students (n = 9 groups) during weeks 1 (precourse) and 12 (postcourse) of their introductory biology course. The percentages in the random category show the proportion of pairs that would be expected by chance to fall into each category.

**FIG 8**. In our validation of experiment 3, pre- to postcourse changes in edit distances in the unframed condition (with version 2 of the cards) demonstrated learning for introductory biology students (n = 84). Results of t tests: P < 0.00001 for edit distance to surface and to deep sorts.
of the similarities of gene structure (box and line) used in both diagrams. Experts, on the other hand, were much better at recognizing DNA-based concepts in the visual form and almost always interpreted the images as we had anticipated. Experts did make some unexpected pairings and did not always complete the sort exactly as we anticipated, but interviews helped reveal some of the reasoning behind their choices. For example, experts put cards J (mutation at the box and line level) and C (gene expression at the chromosome level) together at a higher frequency than anticipated. In this case, experts focused more on the “expression of a product” concept in J, even though they also recognized a mutation was also being illustrated, and so chose to put the card with C. An earlier version of Q (DNA repair at the chromosome level) was correctly described as a repair event by an expert, but it was placed in a category of genetic engineering, as a genetic engineering approach could be used to repair the damage. The incidence of small variations from the “perfect” deep sort was not unexpected and has been observed in other STEM card-sorting tasks (24, 25).

Our answer to RQ2 is tied in with the types of inferences we can make about performance on this instrument. In the context of assessments, the term valid means that “the concept or characteristic that a test is designed to measure” strongly relates to the inferences and interpretations one can make about performance on that assessment (29). In other words, a valid instrument measures the concept and skill that it was designed to measure. Our evidence strongly suggests the validity of our card-sorting instrument is sound. We found that biology experts routinely outperformed biology students, advanced biology students outperformed introductory students, and students enrolled in a biology course about molecular biology topics improved for postclass compared to preclass performance. Edit distance calculations, card-pairing data, and interpretations of card images supported the relationship between instrument performance and knowledge about the underlying topics. Our results demonstrate that this activity can be used to generate valid inferences about a population of students; more underlying knowledge and experience with molecular-based concepts yield better performance on the task.

Implications for teaching and learning

The number of figures and illustrations encountered by biology learners is enormous. Instructors should routinely ask, “Can my students correctly interpret what they are looking at?”; most probably do not. Instead, instructors (including ourselves) make many assumptions about what their students “see” when viewing scientific representations. We suggest the DNA visualization card-sorting task be a good first step for instructors wishing to better understand how adept their students are at recognizing and interpreting illustrations of DNA-based concepts. Instructors may be surprised to find that their students mix up amino acids and nucleotides, have trouble distinguishing DNA replication from transcription, and cannot “see” gene expression embedded in canonical diagrams of the lac operon. Thus, using the card-sorting task as a preclass assessment may help an instructor think about how to best structure classroom activities and discussions to best promote learning. The card-sorting task may also be used as a pre- and postcourse assessment to measure learning gains after a newly designed activity. Other instructors, after reading this study, may be inspired to review the illustrations and representations used in their own teaching and textbook materials, to refamiliarize themselves with the kinds of images their students are using. Instructors may be inspired to ask their students, “How are you interpreting this diagram? Should we walk through this together?” to help build their students’ understanding and interpretation skills.

We have also found that the card-sorting activity makes a good first day of class icebreaker activity and an end of semester reflective activity. On day 1, it gets students talking and sharing ideas, and based on the improved performance of groups compared to individuals, we can also say that it promotes peer learning. This sets the stage for students entering into an active learning environment. It can also be used at the end of the term to show students how much they have learned.

Future directions

The card-sorting task could also be used to explore visual literacy about molecular-based concepts in different ways. The cards could be used to investigate group interactions around a visual literacy task, for example. A current limitation of our study is that we did not record what was said and which participant did what during the group card-sorting activities, but future work could focus more deeply on how students worked together during the sorting tasks. In a different future project, an investigator could create groupings of cards and ask participants to identify the card that does not belong to the group and ask for an explanation about why. Or, an investigator could present all of the cards in a particular conceptual group and ask participants to explain the connections between each figure. Other studies might include exploration of how different groups of students interpret the images and how their background experiences may shape their ideas.
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